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BE A TRAUMA
INFORMED
DOULA
An Introduction to Polyvagal Theory and
Its Implications on Doula Support Part 1

H

ow do you know how you are at any given
moment? Notice I didn’t ask how you’re doing,
but how you are. Do you know how you are in
this moment by your thoughts? Your feelings? If your
mind told me how you are, would your body agree? How
do you assess your well-being?
As doulas, it’s our job to assess and adjust. In birth,
we assess the behavior of the laboring person together
with the pattern of their contractions to determine
what the phase of labor might be and help them adjust
their coping as needed. We also attune to their inner
experience, so they feel seen and heard. The word
“attunement,” coined by Dr Daniel Siegel, author of
“Mindsight, Parenting from the Inside Out” and “The
Power of Showing Up,” refers to a kind of focused
attention by one person on the internal world of another
and, according to Siegel, “This focus on the mind of
another harnesses neural circuitry that enables two
people to ‘feel felt’ by each other.”
In postpartum support, doulas assess many things
at once, such as the position of the baby at the breast/
chest, the quality of the latch and the parent’s position
or posture. After noticing those physical markers, we
attune as best we can to their inner experiences because
we know they’re coregulating, and how well feeding
is going may be reflecting their inner experience and
the physiologic state of their nervous system in that
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moment. Which brings me back to my
question, slightly reframed: Do you know
the state of your own nervous system
at any given moment and how you and
others are coregulating?
One way healthcare providers assess
a baby’s nervous system in utero is by
observing fetal heart tones. Monitoring
the beat-to-beat variability, they watch as
a baby’s nervous system adapts moment
by moment to their ever-changing womb
environment. In the early 1990s, a man
named Stephen Porges was studying
newborns to determine the biological
markers that influenced whether a baby
is more vulnerable or more resilient in
the face of a stressor, be it the birth or a
particular intervention. Dr. Porges found
that, instead of looking at the beat-tobeat heart rate variability as is done in
obstetrics, a better indicator of the baby’s
well-being was the amplitude of heart rate
variability in relationship to the newborn’s
breathing rhythms, because that indicated
whether the baby had “good vagal tone.”
Both respiration and heart rate
are regulated by the vagus nerve, so
Porges concluded that a resilient baby
had good vagal tone. After publishing
his research and speaking at various
conferences, Porges received a letter from
a gentleman who, while impressed with
the data, shared that, in his training as
a neonatologist, he learned too much
vagal tone was lethal because it leads
to bradycardia — dangerously low, slow
heart rate. The neonatologist admitted it
was puzzling and simply said, “Perhaps
too much of a good thing is a bad thing?”
His comment led to what Porges called
“the vagal paradox.” Could vagal tone be
both good and bad?
With the vagal paradox staring
him the face, Porges dove back into
everything he could find about the
vagus nerve. What he discovered
has changed not only what we
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know about newborn vulnerability and
resiliency but also our understanding
of our human stress responses, the
interplay between our parasympathetic
and sympathetic nervous systems, the
nuances of arousal and attachment, and
the ways our biology of protection and
connection intertwine.
Here’s a little background on cranial
nerve X, the vagus nerve. Named for the
Latin term for “wandering,” the vagus
nerve is the longest and most complex
of the cranial nerves starting in your
brainstem and innervating structures in
your head, as well as every organ from
your throat to your rectum. It is the
nerve involved in your parasympathetic
“rest and digest” responses. What is
fascinating about this complex
of nerves is that only 20% of
the information is going from
Named for the Latin term

most complex of the
in your brainstem
structures in your
head, as well as
your throat to
your rectum.

your brain to your organs. Most of the
communication between your brain
and your organs — 80% — travels along
afferent nerves sending signals from the
bottom up.
When you consider the vast neural
networks in your gut and heart, this
makes sense. Human embryology shows
us that the gut and the heart differentiated
before the thinking or “head-brain,”
leading some folks to say that the brain
just gets to call itself the brain because
it has access to language. So then, is the
story your head-brain is telling about how
you are congruent with the story your
embodied brain is telling?
Historically, we’ve been taught to
believe that the autonomic nervous
system states of sympathetic (fight/
flight) and parasympathetic (rest/
digest) were mutually exclusive;
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in stress, our system turns on our fight or
flight/somatic muscle response and, in
ease, it turns on our involuntary visceral
rest and digest processes. These processes
have long been portrayed like an on/off
switch. However, through his Polyvagal
Theory, Porges was able to show how
the two systems are coupled and their
interactions are far more nuanced.
Like the interplay of an accelerator
and a brake in a car, speeding up on
the entrance ramp to the highway and
slowing to a stop at the end of the exit
ramp, we move within these necessary
oscillations every day. Immobilization

then, when our body is resting and
digesting might be called our biology
of restoration and our biology of action/
protection then, is our sympathetic
response to mobilize as needed —
whether we need to move to respond to
threat or move simply, in order to thrive.
Porges already knew that the vagal
nerve complex consists of several
branches with the oldest branch, the
dorsal nerve (toward the back of the
body) innervating everything below
our diaphragm. What he didn’t know
until he looked much more closely, is
that, unique to mammals, there are two

anatomically based vagal responses.
Our dorsal vagal nerve runs two circuits
above the diaphragm between the back
of our heart and our brainstem, and it
chooses which circuit to send signals to
our head-brain based on urgency. Since
our dorsal vagal nerve is associated with
our parasympathetic rest and digest
processes, impulses typically travel along
the non-myelinated nerve fibers. These
fibers lack the myelination or insulation
needed for rapid conduction, so impulses
travel more slowly along these pathways,
which is appropriate when we are in a
physiologic state of safety and ease.
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However, if the baroreceptors in the
vessels of our heart detect low oxygen and
low blood pressure, they perceive extreme
threat and choose the highly myelinated
dorsal circuit to send a lightning-fast
message to our head-brain telling it to
radically conserve energy. This is also our
biology of protection — this time, through
our parasympathetic system. Porges calls
this action our “vagal brake” because it
acts like an emergency brake preventing a
sympathetic mobilization of our voluntary
somatic musculature. We refer to this as
the parasympathetic freeze response.
It seems like a reasonable design to
radically conserve energy under threat,
yes? Perhaps, until you factor in that this
ancient branch of our autonomic nervous
system hasn’t changed much over time
compared to the changes in our culture
and the way we now live. Elizabeth
Stanley, author of “Widen the Window:
Training Your Brain and Body to Thrive
During Stress and Recover from Trauma,”
says we have “stone age physiology in
a digital age.” Unlike the cortex of our
brain — often called the thinking brain —
Stanley refers to the lower brain regions,
our limbic system and brain stem, those
that control our autonomic nervous
system, as our survival brain. While its
design is to keep us safe, the vagal brake
isn’t ideal when much of the stress we now
experience every day is interpreted by our
survival brain as life-threatening to our
physiology.
Porges also discovered that the newest
or youngest branch of the vagus complex,
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OUR
CONTRIBUTES
NOT ONLY TO
THE NEWBORN’S
RESILIENCE
BUT ALSO
THEIR PARENT’S
AS WELL.

the ventral vagal nerve, found toward the
front of the body, is a highly myelinated
nerve branch that innervates everything
above our diaphragm, and might explain
why doula support is as effective as
it is! Together with the dorsal vagal, it
innervates our heart and lungs and
explains the intricate dance of heart rate
and respiration. Above those structures,
the ventral vagal branch innervates all

the structures in our neck such as our
larynx and pharynx and connects into
our mouth controlling our ability to suck,
swallow, breathe and vocalize. A branch
of it extends into our ear, controlling our
balance and proprioception — our sense
of ourselves in space and gravity. It also
plays a role in our preference for the sound
of the human voice over other noises, as
well as our capacity to determine threat or

can mobilize.

safety by listening to the intonation and
rhythm of a person’s voice.
The ventral vagal nerve also controls
small facial muscles around our eyes —
those that move up and crinkle a bit when
we smile, which explains why, in addition
to using our eyes to orient ourselves in
our environment, we look first to another
person’s eyes to determine if those around
us are safe or not. We look to see if their
eyes are smiling. Our ventral vagal system
allows us to be in relationship. It is our
biology of connection.
Looking at the list of what is controlled
by the ventral vagal nerve, you can
understand that a newborn’s ventral
vagal response is just turning on with the
baby’s birth into the world. At birth, the
newborn is thrust into more fully utilizing
what Porges calls “neuroception,” our
nervous system’s ability to receive and
respond to visceral internal information
(interoception) together with stimuli
and external information from the
environment (exteroception) and then,
to self-regulate. As you can imagine,
self-regulation is crucial for all animals
to self-assess and self-adjust as needed,
and neuroception allows this regulation
to happen below the level of cognition.

Perception is a function of our headbrain. Neuroception is a function of our
embodied brain, and a newborn is a
brilliant, pure example of an embodied
brain.
Through birth, a newborn, whose
thinking brain has yet to develop, is
challenged with self-regulation. Those
babies who are more vulnerable due
to additional stressors may move into
their dorsal vagal response. Polyvagal
theory suggests that stimulation of the
ventral vagal nerve complex inhibits
the dorsal vagal brake so the muscles
needed for sucking, swallowing, breathing
and vocalizing can mobilize. When this
happens, co-regulation of two nervous
systems, the parent and the baby, can
occur simultaneously. Our biology of
connection contributes not only to the
newborn’s resilience but also their parent’s
resilience, as well.

You might be thinking, this is
interesting, but do I really need to know
this, and more importantly, will the
parents I support care about this? The
answer is yes! Just as understanding how
labor begins and understanding the
enteromammary pathway helps parents
value breastfeeding and skin-to-skin
contact with their baby, understanding
our biology of connection helps parents
trust the value of keeping parent and
baby together. Beyond that, polyvagal
theory gives us great insight into how
our physiologic stress responses might
impact the birth process and how both
parents and doulas can regulate their
own nervous systems to minimize birth
trauma. It is, frankly, the most powerful
resource I’ve encountered in my doula
career.
In Part II, we’ll explore the more
nuanced stressed responses, their
prevalence in the power-over systems
we live and work in and how to
recognize them in your clients and
yourself. We’ll explore how uncertainty,
conflict and agency play in the
experience of trauma, and I’ll share
some simple tools of nervous system
self-regulation that you can use with
and teach the clients you support.

embodied learning.
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